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Our Mission

Our Vision

To be your partner in 
creating and delivering 
innovative and successful 
online learning experiences. 

To be your partner of choice for 
your online learning solutions. 

Who we are

eWorks has more than 25 years’ experience in  
online learning. We create and deliver original work 
for governments, education providers, and peak 
industry and professional bodies across sectors  
and industries. 

We know online learning works best when done in 
partnership with clients, whether they are corporate, 
government or education-based, and that it is about  
more than just designing and delivering a product. 
We listen to our clients and put their needs at the 
forefront of everything we do. 

Our work is delivered by a team of design specialists 
including assessment, learning and multimedia, 
project management and technical consultants. 
We partner with experts in Virtual Reality (VR) and 
Augmented Reality (AR) to give learners ‘real world’ 
scenarios and experiences.  

We provide exciting solutions that enable our clients 
to deliver exceptional and engaging online learning 
experiences. Partner with us so your organisation 
can continue to grow and develop its digital delivery 
capabilities.

What we do

We deliver high quality, reliable and contemporary 
education technology solutions and content,  
so that our clients can provide engaging and 
outstanding learning experiences. 

Our clients include Technical and Further Education 
(TAFE) institutes, Registered Training Organisations, 
universities and government.

Our Capability

   Online learning platform implementation and support 

  Digital content design and development 

  Custom solutions for your organisation and the 
needs of your learners 

  Support our community of learners and educators 
with workshops, webinars and conferences
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Introduction
At eWorks, we are dedicated to innovation in online learning  
and we have the experience and passion to drive it forward. 

 We create modern and flexible resources for all 
types of learners and situations. Whether they  
are learning on-site or remotely, working in a group 
or independently, day or night, our resources are  
built to suit their needs.  

 We bring your content to life for learners,  
who increasingly experience the world  
through digital platforms. 

 Our interactive solutions make learning widely 
available. They also provide valuable data insights 
and analysis. Educators can follow an individual’s 
progress and pinpoint where learners are 
struggling, then follow-up on how to address any 
concerns. 

 We offer an end-to-end experience that starts  
with consulting and advice, through to the 
development of outstanding digital resources,  
and supports client’s post-delivery requirements. 
We’re your partner through the entire process.

 Our offer is customisable to your needs.  
Our Moodle platform offers integrated custom 
plugins and add-ons that meet specific needs 
in education delivery that can be altered to fit 
different requirements. 

 Our team of education experts continue to explore 
new technologies so that you stay at the forefront 
of online education.

We’re excited about the 
future of online education 
delivery and we look 
forward to discussing your 
requirements to see how  
we can work together.
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Our Technology
Providing the right technology to drive your online learning experiences.

We offer an enhanced Moodle experience through 
our partnership with Open LMS.  Open LMS is: 

 A Moodle-based SaaS solution  

 Regularly and seamlessly updated with the latest 
features 

 Extremely secure and provides high levels of 
performance 

 Reliable with 99.9% guaranteed availability 

 Hosted in AWS, Sydney, Australia 

 Interoperable, enabling you to customise your 
online learning offerings. 

We provide a choice of curated plugins and add-ons 
that are best in class, including: 

 Video management  

 ePortfolio  

 Learning content management  

Our offering is flexible:

 Personalise with your branding 

 Choice of plan 

 Pay for what you use 

 Upgrade at any time 

 Reporting and analytics   

 Digital badging   

 Anti-plagiarism   

 Content accessibility   

 Student and course surveys  

 Online proctoring

Our dedicated support team provides account 
management and technical support to clients,  
working with you to ensure everything runs smoothly. 
We’re here to help you successfully implement and get 
the most out of your learning management system.
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Consulting

Content Development

We work with you to maximise your investment  
in education and achieve your online learning goals.

For over 25 years we have created custom solutions tailored to the 
requirements of our clients. Our approach is developed through 
consultation with you so that we can focus on your needs.

Whether you’re updating existing content, looking for 
an out-of-the-box solution or starting from scratch, 
eWorks offers expert advice and assistance. We can 
support you with learning management, design and 
development, technical standards and innovation as 
well as professional development for your staff with 
technical and online facilitation skills. We work with 
you to make your goals a reality. 

This collaboration involves learning design, multimedia 
and branding processes as well as assistance with 
hosting the content in our LMS, if required. 

Our content solutions are tailored to the requirements 
of our client and our approach is developed through 
consultation, which means that we can work with our 
client’s own systems and tools or provide suggestions 
where the client is uncertain about the requirements. 

Whether you are experienced, transitioning and 
evolving, or new to the world of online learning,  
we have the expertise to assist and guide you in 
achieving optimal outcomes and creating engaging 
content that your learners will enjoy. 

We use a broad range of tools, platforms, 
frameworks and methodologies to deliver  
the best possible product for you. 

Our team members are experts in: 

 Learning design 

 Assessment design 

 A variety of rapid development tools 

 Compliance to a range of standards 

 Accessibility to WCAG 2.1 AA 

 SCORM packaging 

If you already have a learning management system, 
we will ensure that the content we develop for you  
is compatible with your platform. If you don’t have  
a system, we can help you consider alternatives  
and we offer a complete solution through eWorks 
Open LMS.

 Device-agnostic design 

 User interface design 

 Graphic and visual design 

 Video editing 

 Print document creation

Learning Design Framework
Our rapid learning design framework was created to 
help us be more responsive and flexible. This involves: 

   Collaborative co-design workshops

   Design and development processes – outlining all 
the phases, tasks and human resources involved in 
getting a learning design project from start to finish

   Design and development guidelines – solution 
ideation and planning, content writing, assessment 
development, accessibility awareness, and 
developing and building content.

   Review, implementation and delivery procedures – 
to ensure optimal quality and ease of use, we have 
established robust review procedures. When the 
completed work meets all your expectations, we 
handover and support your implementation



eWorks provides solutions 
which enable you to 
deliver exceptional online 
learning experiences.
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Get In Touch

For more information and to view some  
of our projects, visit eworks.edu.au

Contact us today and let us work with you 
to make your next project a reality. 

Level 5, 478 Albert Street 
East Melbourne VIC 3002, Australia

T   + 61 3 9661 8700 
E   enquiries@eworks.edu.au






